
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Indulge Bundle 
 
Tuck these goodies in a beautiful basket or bowl and keep them on your bedside table.  You've got a 
great variety of products to pamper yourself from head to toe! 
 
Indulge Soothing Eye Gel is for the skin around the delicate eye area for extra moisture when eyes 
tend to get puffy or tired. Apply sparingly to brow bone and undereye area. 
 
Naturally Moisturizing Stick leaves skin feeling moisturized and conditioned to help relieve dry areas 
and to help soften rough patches.  Use on any dry areas, such as face, elbows, knees, cuticles, or 
heels. (If using in multiple areas, have a separate stick dedicated to the heels/feet.) 
 
Satin Lips Shea Butter Balm helps dryness melt away as a mix of shea and jojoba butter comforts and 
soothes lips.  
 
Moisture Renewing Gel Mask instantly hydrates and locks in moisture for all skin types. Skin appears 
less stressed and feels purified, nourished, calmed, firmer, smoother and softer. This product also 
helps minimize the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and pores. Use as often as you would like. 

 After applying a thick, even layer to a cleansed face (avoiding eye and mouth areas as you would 
with any mask), let it “rest” for 10 minutes. Mask will not dry.  Rinse off or remove with a warm, 
wet washcloth.  

 For an enhanced pampering experience, you also can apply it before bedtime and leave it on 
overnight. 

Hydrogel Eye Patches deliver a refreshing burst of hydration to tired eyes.  Use twice a week for best 
results. 

 Open the jar and remove the protective disc to reveal shimmery pink patches. Using the 
provided mini spatula, scoop out one of the crescents.  

 Place it on clean undereye skin, with the larger end of the patch toward the outer eye and the 
smaller end toward the nose. Remove a second patch and repeat on the other eye.  

 Seal the jar by replacing the protective disc after use and screwing the lid tightly.  
 Absorb the benefits for 20 minutes, then remove patches and discard. Gently pat any excess 

formula into the skin. 

Mint Bliss Energizing Lotion for Feet and Legs helps tired feet and legs feel revived. Apply at the end 
of a long day or massage into feet at the end of a pedicure. Re-apply whenever feet/legs need a lift. 
 
Nourishing Shea Cream provides instant relief from dryness, so hands look rejuvenated. With regular 
use, cuticles and nails feel conditioned, and cuticles are softer and look healthier. It absorbs quickly, 
so hands won’t feel sticky, and it leaves a protective barrier on skin for long-lasting softness.  

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pamper Bundle 
 

Tuck these goodies in a beautiful basket or bowl and keep them on your bedside table.  You've got a 
great variety of products to pamper yourself from head to toe! 
 
Indulge Soothing Eye Gel is for the skin around the delicate eye area for extra moisture when eyes 
tend to get puffy or tired. Apply sparingly to brow bone and undereye area. 
 
Naturally Moisturizing Stick leaves skin feeling moisturized and conditioned to help relieve dry areas 
and to help soften rough patches.  Use on any dry areas, such as face, elbows, knees, cuticles, or 
heels. (If using in multiple areas, have a separate stick dedicated to the heels/feet.) 
 
Satin Lips Shea Butter Balm helps dryness melt away as a mix of shea and jojoba butter comforts 
and soothes lips.  
 
Moisture Renewing Gel Mask instantly hydrates and locks in moisture for all skin types. Skin appears 
less stressed and feels purified, nourished, calmed, firmer, smoother and softer. This product also 
helps minimize the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and pores. Use as often as you would like. 

 After applying a thick, even layer to a cleansed face (avoiding eye and mouth areas as you 
would with any mask), let it “rest” for 10 minutes. Mask will not dry.  Rinse off or remove with 
a warm, wet washcloth.  

 For an enhanced pampering experience, you also can apply it before bedtime and leave it on 
overnight.  

Mint Bliss Energizing Lotion for Feet and Legs helps tired feet and legs feel revived. Apply at the end 
of a long day or massage into feet at the end of a pedicure. Re-apply whenever feet/legs need a lift. 
 
Nourishing Shea Cream provides instant relief from dryness, so hands look rejuvenated. With 
regular use, cuticles and nails feel conditioned, and cuticles are softer and look healthier. It absorbs 
quickly, so hands won’t feel sticky, and it leaves a protective barrier on skin for long-lasting 
softness.  
 



 
 
 

 

 

Delight Bundle 
 
Tuck these goodies in a beautiful basket or bowl and keep them on your bedside table.  You've got a great 
variety of products to pamper yourself from head to toe! 
 
Naturally Moisturizing Stick leaves skin feeling moisturized and conditioned to help relieve dry areas and to 
help soften rough patches.  Use on any dry areas, such as face, elbows, knees, cuticles, or heels. (If using in 
multiple areas, have a separate stick dedicated to the heels/feet.) 
 
Moisture Renewing Gel Mask instantly hydrates and locks in moisture for all skin types. Skin appears less 
stressed and feels purified, nourished, calmed, firmer, smoother and softer. This product also helps minimize 
the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and pores. Use as often as you would like. 

 After applying a thick, even layer to a cleansed face (avoiding eye and mouth areas as you would with 
any mask), let it “rest” for 10 minutes. Mask will not dry.  Rinse off or remove with a warm, wet 
washcloth.  

 For an enhanced pampering experience, you also can apply it before bedtime and leave it on overnight. 

Mint Bliss Energizing Lotion for Feet and Legs helps tired feet and legs feel revived. Apply at the end of a long 
day or massage into feet at the end of a pedicure. Re-apply whenever feet/legs need a lift. 
 
Nourishing Shea Cream provides instant relief from dryness, so hands look rejuvenated. With regular use, 
cuticles and nails feel conditioned, and cuticles are softer and look healthier. It absorbs quickly, so hands 
won’t feel sticky, and it leaves a protective barrier on skin for long-lasting softness.  
 

Beautiful Bundle 
 
Tuck these goodies in a beautiful basket or bowl and keep them on your bedside table.  You've got a great 
variety of products to pamper yourself from head to toe! 
 
Indulge Soothing Eye Gel is for the skin around the delicate eye area for extra moisture when eyes tend to 
get puffy or tired. Apply sparingly to brow bone and undereye area. 
 
Satin Lips Shea Butter Balm helps dryness melt away as a mix of shea and jojoba butter comforts and soothes 
lips.  
 
Mint Bliss Energizing Lotion for Feet and Legs helps tired feet and legs feel revived. Apply at the end of a long 
day or massage into feet at the end of a pedicure. Re-apply whenever feet/legs need a lift. 
 
Nourishing Shea Cream provides instant relief from dryness, so hands look rejuvenated. With regular use, 
cuticles and nails feel conditioned, and cuticles are softer and look healthier. It absorbs quickly, so hands 
won’t feel sticky, and it leaves a protective barrier on skin for long-lasting softness.  
 


